Abstract-We present ATS/PML, a modeling language with an expressive type system (supporting both dependent types and linear types), and argue that the types in ATS/PML can be of great help in detecting modeling errors at compile-time. On one hand, we introduce modeling primitives with well-designed types into ATS/PML to facilitate a synergic combination of type-checking with model-checking. On the other hand, we compile ATS/PML into Promela so that the SPIN modelchecker can be readily employed to perform checking on models constructed in ATS/PML.
Introduction
Model-checking is gaining more and more attention from the community of software verification due to the increasing number of successful applications. Yet largescale applications of model-checking are facing two main obstacles [1] . One is the size of the state space which may grow exponentially with the number of components in a system, and the other is the sheer difficulty in creating sensible models for direct use in system design, which is an error-prone process similar to program construction. Type systems, on the other hand, can probably be claimed to be the most pervasive of all software verification techniques, which are widely supported in practical programming languages (e.g. C/C++, Java, ML, Haskell) for the purpose of detecting programming errors at compile-time. The research we report in this paper mainly focuses on addressing the second obstacle of model-checking. In particular, we seek a synergic combination of type-checking with model-checking so as to better support model construction.
At present, modeling languages often have very limited support for types. For example, user-supplied type information in Promela [2] (numeric types, enumerated message types and types for communication channels) is not fully used during type-checking and certain type errors are only detected at run-time, that is, when model-checking is performed.
Going further, ETCH [3] is an enhanced type-checking tool based on constraint-based type inference for the Promela language, but it is still too weak to help detect errors such as out-of-bounds array subscripting and communication protocol violation. We are to employ advanced types (including dependent types and linear types) to facilitate the detection of inconsistencies in model construction at compile-time, reaping benefits that are similar to those from applying type-checking to program construction.
We choose to design a modeling language (ATS/PML) based on ATS [4] [5] [6] , a statically typed programming language that unifies implementation with formal specification, the core of which is a ML-like functional language. ATS is equipped with a highly expressive type system rooted in the framework Applied Type System, which gives the language its name. In particular, both dependent types and linear types are supported in ATS. In addition, we choose Promela [2] as the target modeling language, supporting dynamic creation of concurrent processes as well as communication between processes via global variables and message channels. First, ATS/PML exploits various syntactic features of ATS as well as reuses most of its type system. Going further, the dynamic semantics of ATS/PML is coupled with that of Promela, which bears strong resemblance to the semantics of ATS in the multi-core setting [5] . Finally, it is worth noting that we introduce into ATS/PML various primitives that have direct roots in Promela. These primitives are assigned well-designed types as well as special semantics concerning model checking so that model-checking and type-checking can be combined synergically for system modeling and verification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the modeling language ATS/PML using Peterson's algorithm as a running example. Section 3 illustrates how primitives with well-designed types help combine both type-checking and model-checking. Section 4 presents an overview of our design for translating models in ATS/PML into Promela for model-checking. In section 5, we discuss about some undergoing work on ATS/PML to exploit session types for modeling involving channel operations. And some related works in the field of combining type-checking and model-checking are discussed in section 6.
Writing Models with Advanced Types
In this section, we use Peterson's algorithm as a concrete example to illustrate model construction in ATS/PML. We first present in Figure 1 a model for the Peterson's algorithm written in Promela. This model has two processes with identical bodies manipulating three global variables. One thing worth mentioning is the statement with an attached ( * ), which may block the control flow until it evaluates to true. This little example already touches several common issues in writing models for real applications. First of all, the beginning of the model contains definitions of several global variables. Some of them (turn and flag) are part of the algorithm while others (cnt) are only for verification purpose. Accesses to these variables are scattered across the model, making it an error-prone style of model construction in practice. Secondly, it is assumed implicitly that there are only two processes involved in the model which have process ids 0 and 1. An assumption as such may be broken when a model evolves. Thirdly, the code for updating cnt is for verification purpose. The correctness of the verification may be tempered if such code is not written correctly (e.g., an increment of cnt is not matched by a decrement of cnt). To tackle these issues, we rewrite in Figure 2 a corresponding model in ATS/PML that involves both dependent types and linear types. The semantics of the code should be readily accessible when one compares it directly to the previous model in Promela. We briefly explain some of the involved functions and types as follows.
Accessing global variables is encapsulated into the following user-defined functions: where each type of the form int(t) is a singleton type for the only integer value equal to t.
Note that Promela specifies that _pid is an implicit global variable representing the current process id. Accordingly, we introduce into ATS/PML a static (integer) term mypid to represent its value and a function Promela$mypid of the following interface to obtain the current process id:
The type of flag set can be interpreted as requiring its first argument to be the current process id (and its second argument a boolean value). As such, the design principle is formally enforced that a process can only modify its own flag. Similarly, the function turn set is assigned a type which requires that the calling process should only set the turn for the other process.
The type for the argument pid of the function flag get is int(i) while this i satisfies the pre-condition stating i = 0 or i = 1. In other words, the type of flag get implies that the function can only be applied to an integer value equaling 0 or 1. In ATS i is referred to as a static term and ind as a dynamic expression. We can impose constraints on static terms (e.g. the code {i:int | i==0 || i==1} states that i is an integer equaling either 0 or 1), which in turn restrict the dynamic expressions related to the static terms through typing. With flag get, a programmer can no longer write well-typed code that may potentially incur outof-bounds array subscripting involving the array flag.
In ATS, we use curly braces {...} for universal quantification and square brackets [...] for existential quantification. The type assigned to turn get indicates that any value it returns must be an integer equaling either 0 or 1.
The code for each process in the model for Peterson's algorithm in Promela can essentially be translated into the function proctype$proc in ATS/PML (where the symbol $ is allowed to appear in identifiers in ATS). The dynamic expressions self and other have the types int(mypid) and int(1 − mypid), respectively.
If we removed the line with an attached ( ** ), typechecking would fail since the type-checker could no longer verify the constraint that the value of other equals either 0 or 1 (when checking the invocation of function flag get). The return type of lemma pid scope contains precisely what is needed to establish this constraint:
where the keyword prfun in ATS specifically indicates that lemma pid scope is a proof function, whose sole purpose is to help type-checking. In particular, its invocation has no effect during model-checking. Note that the proof function lemma pid scope is not implemented; its presence is primarily for making certain forms of implicit and informal reasoning more explicit and more formal. It is possible that the claim by this proof function does not hold (and we will show a way to address this issue in the next section.). Nevertheless, the use of this proof function can at least serve as a reminder to the programmer that certain care must be taken with regard to the assumption on the current process id.
The primitives Promela$vlock get and Promela$vlock put are given the following interface: These two functions are implemented in Promela (discussed in 4) to detect violation of mutual exclusion during model checking. Conceptually, their behavior are equivalent to acquiring and releasing a (mutex) lock given that simultaneous acquisition of the same lock (by two processes) indeed does not happen during model checking, which gives names to these two primitives.
What is really interesting here is that the return type lock v of the primitive Promela$vlock get is a special kind of linear type (or view as is called in ATS). This means that each value returned by Promela$vlock get is a linear proof, which must be consumed eventually. The primitive Promela$vlock put is introduced into ATS/PML to consume a linear proof of the view lock v. If the call to Promela$vlock put was omitted, then type-checking (of prototype$proc) would fail (due to the presence of an unconsumed linear proof). Various common programming patterns involving mutual exclusion can be readily captured in ATS/PML with the use of linear types. Note that the keyword mcval (instead of val) is used here to direct the generation of some specific code solely for the purpose of model-checking.
As the last part of this section, we would like to present a very simple (but typical) case of type-based refinement. If we change the argument other to self in the call flag get(other) in the body of the function prototype$proc, the function can still pass type-checking (but not modelchecking). As each process (in Peterson's algorithm) always knows the value of its own flag, the sole purpose of calling flag get is to obtain the flag of the other process. This means that we can choose a more restricted type for flag get: fun flag_get(pid: int(1 -mypid)): bool
In this way, the call flag get(self) can no longer pass typechecking. We often perform this kind of type-based refinement on a constructed model as a static form of debugging (in the hope to flush out potential bugs in modeling).
Combining Type-Checking with ModelChecking
In the previous section, certain typical uses of dependent types and linear types in model construction are explained through a simple example (of modeling Peterson's algorithm). We expect that the reader should have no difficulty in relating these uses of advanced types to a realistic situation where such types can help detect potential modeling errors.
When type-checking a program, the type-checker of ATS first collects all of the constraints that need to be verified in order to assure the well-typedness of the program and then passes these constraints to an SMT-solver to check for their satisfiability. A programmer can help the typechecker discharge constraints by manually inserting proof code (e.g. invoking a call to the function lemma pid scope). Some proofs can be established based on (local) reasoning inside a single process, while others may have to rely on (global) assumptions across multiple processes. The latter kind of proofs are those that are often difficult to handle through type-checking alone and can benefit greatly from model-checking. In particular, we see that using advanced types at the stage of model construction offers an approach to guiding the use of model-checking so that it can be more effectively employed in practice (e.g., targeting the verification of properties that need global reasoning).
In ATS/PML, there is a primitive Promela$assert declared as follows:
prfun Promela$assert{b:bool}(bool(b)):
[b==true] void
This type indicates that the argument of Promela$assert is a boolean expression whose value equals some static term b and this b must equal true in order for the primitive to actually return. Let us revisit the call to the proof function lemma pid scope in Figure 2 . We can replace it with the following code so that the assumption obtained (from calling the proof function) can be verified through model-checking:
Note that the primitive Promela$assert is indeed implemented based on assertions in Promela, which are frequently used by programmers. On one hand, the type of Promela$assert makes it possible to take advantage of a valid assertion during the stage of type checking. On the other, the type checker of ATS serves as a guide to locate places where assertions are needed.
Model-Checking Programs in ATS/PML
We have introduced into ATS various primitives with special semantics for modeling purpose (e.g. functions like Promela$assert, Promela$wait until, Promela$vlock get, Promela$vlock put). Combining these primitives with various syntactical features of ATS (e.g. pattern matching, callby-reference), we obtain ATS/PML as a modeling language, which allows a programmer to naturally rely on types to express ideas (on the design of a model) while staying semantically very close to Promela. On one hand, ATS/PML supports many features of Promela such as guarded blocking, non-determinism, loops, channel operations (but certain features such as local jump are dropped). On the other hand, a program in ATS/PML is just a program in ATS as far as type-checking is of the concern. Figure 3 . System Overview A program in ATS/PML is often referred to as a model. We choose to do model-checking on models written in ATS/PML by a transformational approach. Figure 3 gives an overview of the proposed system. We rely on the type-checker of ATS to handle type-checking and are currently building a compiler to translate well-typed models in ATS/PML to Promela, and then employ the SPIN modelchecker to perform verification.
During compilation, various primitives introduced into ATS/PML are directly translated into corresponding Promela code. We do need to carefully bridge the semantics of Promela and the syntax of ATS. For example, simple (nonrecursive) functions in ATS/PML are translated to inline functions in Promela while tail-recursive functions are translated into loops. Also excessive spilling of local variables should be avoided in order to reduce the size of local state (created during model-checking). By compiling ATS/PML into Promela, we can readily support a practice that allows a programmer to declare a function (of some expressive type) in ATS/PML and then implement it in Promela directly. For instance, we followed the practice to implement various functions accessing global variables in Section 2. Of course, this practice amounts to unrestrained casting (from one type to another one) in programming and its use requires great caution.
Work in Progress
We are currently augmenting ATS/PML and improving the compiler to support more features of Promela, especially for channels. Based on dependent types, linear types, and guarded recursive datatype [7] , session types [8] can be encoded inside ATS to help specify interactions between parties in a distributed setting. For instance, some preliminary examples involving session types in ATS are given detailed explanation on-line [9] . It is often theoretically claimed that session types can guarantee deadlock-freedom in distributed programming. However, we have to use session types in a very strict manner in order for this claim to hold, which may not even be practical. In contrast, we are working on formalizing a set of primitives for various channel operations in Promela, which should enable a programmer to use session types much more flexibly. Then we rely on modelchecking to ensure various program properties (including being deadlock-free).
ATS/PML can be viewed as a type-enhanced version of Promela in the sense that its semantics is strongly coupled with Promela. This design is expected to help attract Promela users to start taking advantage of advanced type systems for detecting modeling errors at compile-time while aiming for constructing highly efficient models targeting the SPIN model-checker.
Related Work
Promela/SPIN is widely used as a backend in verification of concurrent software systems. On one hand, Promela is equipped with the tool Modex [10] , which can mechanically extract high-level verification models from ANSI-C code with user guidance. On the other hand, verifications based on manually constructed models from C code have been successfully applied to safety critical systems such as Control Unit for aircraft [11] . Some errors detected during model-checking could be found via type-checking with less cost if a modeling language with advanced types was used, which partly motivated us to introduce dependent types and linear types to Promela.
Sage [12] [13] is a prototype functional programming language, which enables expressive program specifications via types (based a synthesis of dynamic types and refinement types). It performs hybrid type-checking, proving or refuting as much as possible statically, and then inserting run-time checks for unsolved constraints. In ATS/PML, a programmer can choose to insert dynamic checks (e.g. Promela$assert, Promela$vlock get) at certain granularity based on his or her own understanding and confidence of the underlining reasoning. And these checks are all required to be verified during model-checking.
Maude [14] is a logic framework as well as an executable specification language based on rewriting logic. It supports a powerful form of generic programming, which may provide similar capabilities to parametric polymorphism and dependent types. The Maude LTL model-checker [15] supports on-the-fly explicit-state model-checking of concurrent systems expressed as rewrite theories. Thus any program in any programming language can theoretically be model-checked as long as the semantics of the underlying language can be formally encoded in Maude based on a form of rewriting semantics. On the contrary, the rules for the semantics of ATS/PML are defined externally and implemented in the compiler from ATS/PML to Promela. Also the type system in ATS is primarily designed to facilitate practical programming through program verification. We believe that a modeling language based on ATS can greatly help a programmer manually construct models for practical applications as model construction is really just a special form of program construction.
